Titan® Bunkable Panel Base Bed

**Fabrication & Material**
Cut, formed, welded steel, Powder coated steel.

**Bed deck:** 12 gauge.

**Body:** 18 gauge.

**Gussets:** 13 gauge.

**End frame legs:** 16 gauge.

**End frame cross-members:** 16 gauge.

Optional **Headboard:** 45 lb density M3 grade particle board with durable high-pressure laminate surface and 2mm PVC edge

Made in the U.S.A.

**Performance Test Standards**
- Tested to 800 lb static load

**Environmental Test Standards**
GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Gold Certified by UL Environment. Product certified for low chemical emissions to UL 2818. UL.COM/GG.

**Color**

**Steel Color:** Khaki, Ebony

Optional **Steel Colors:** Cream, London Fog, Pewter, Shark, Slate, Irish Moss, Dusk, Mink

**Laminate:** Wild Cherry

Optional **Laminate Colors:** Kensington Maple, Solar Oak, Rustic Slate, Pewter Brush

**Options**

Steel Drawers Model TNT1012, Laminate Drawers Model TNT1212, Headboard & footboard, Ladder, Safety rail, Floor anchor kit, Bunk lock clamps, Bottom closure panel.

**Assembly**

Attach end frames to bed base with furnished hex socket button head fasteners (threaded inserts in vertical members of end frame). Optional accessories attach to bed (with hardware supplied through purchase of accessories).

**Installation**

None required for standard model.

**Warranty**

10 year limited replacement warranty.

**Maintenance**

Norix recommends the use of soap and water for both the regular cleaning maintenance and deep-scrub cleaning of powder-coated seal. Optional Decorative Laminate: For wood products, Norix recommends using a mild wood cleaner for routine and regular cleaning maintenance. For the deep-scrub cleaning of tougher stains, marks and debris, we recommend the use of a regular-strength wood cleaner.
Titan® Panel Base Bunk Bed

Specifications

Model: TNT1151
Dimensions:
- Length: 86"
- Width: 38.5"
- Height: 72"
- Weight: 418-458 lbs

Fabrication & Material
Cut, formed, welded steel, Powder coated steel.
- Bed deck: 12 gauge.
- Body: 18 gauge.
- Gussets: 13 gauge.
- End frame legs: 16 gauge.
- End frame cross-members: 16 gauge.
- Optional Headboard: 45 lb density M3 grade particle board with durable high-pressure laminate surface and 2mm PVC edge
Made in the U.S.A.

Performance Test Standards
- Tested to 800 lb static load

Environmental Test Standards
GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Gold Certified by UL Environment. Product certified for low chemical emissions to UL 2818. UL.COM/GG.

Color
Steel Color: Khaki, Ebony
Optional Steel Colors: Cream, London Fog, Pewter, Shark, Slate, Irish Moss, Dusk, Mink
Laminate: Wild Cherry
Optional Laminate Colors: Kensington Maple, Solar Oak, Rustic Slate, Pewter Brush

Options
Steel Drawers Model TNT1052, Laminate Drawers Model TNT1252, Headboard & footboard, Ladder, Safety rail, Floor anchor kit, Bottom closure panel.

Assembly
Attach end frames to bed base with furnished hex socket button head fasteners (threaded inserts in vertical members of end frame). Optional accessories attach to bed (with hardware supplied through purchase of accessories).

Installation
None required for standard model.

Warranty
10 year limited replacement warranty.

Maintenance
Norix recommends the use of soap and water for both the regular cleaning maintenance and deep-scrub cleaning of powder-coated seal. Optional Decorative Laminate: For wood products, Norix recommends using a mild wood cleaner for routine and regular cleaning maintenance. For the deep-scrub cleaning of tougher stains, marks and debris, we recommend the use of a regular-strength wood cleaner.
Titan® Panel Base Bed

SPECIFICATIONS

Model TNT1141
Dimensions
Length 82"
Width 38"
Height 11"
Weight 141-166 lbs

Fabrication & Material
Cut, formed, welded steel, Powder coated steel.
Bed deck: 12 gauge.
Body: 18 gauge.
Gussets: 13 gauge.
Optional Headboard: 45 lb density M3 grade particle board with durable high-pressure laminate surface and 2mm PVC edge
Made in the U.S.A.

Performance Test Standards
• Tested to 800 lb static load

Environmental Test Standards
GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Gold Certified by UL Environment. Product certified for low chemical emissions to UL 2818. UL.COM/GG.

Color
Steel Color: Khaki, Ebony
Optional Steel Colors: Cream, London Fog, Pewter, Shark, Slate, Irish Moss, Dusk, Mink
Laminate: Wild Cherry
Optional Laminate Colors: Kensington Maple, Solar Oak, Rustic Slate, Pewter Brush

Options
Steel Drawers Model TNT1042, Laminate Drawers Model TNT1242, Headboard & footboard, Leg extensions.

Assembly
None required

Installation
None required for standard model. Bolt down capable with concealed floor anchor locations.

Warranty
10 year limited replacement warranty.

Maintenance
Norix recommends the use of soap and water for both the regular cleaning maintenance and deep-scrub cleaning of powder-coated seal. Optional Decorative Laminate: For wood products, Norix recommends using a mild wood cleaner for routine and regular cleaning maintenance. For the deep-scrub cleaning of tougher stains, marks and debris, we recommend the use of a regular-strength wood cleaner.